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Junior Infants:
Our  teacher was Ms.Sweeney. Mr Brown came into our class
and made big bubbles for our whole class. MsSweeney was a
very sweet and tall teacher. She gave us stickers for when we
were good.Our favourite subject was Irish because when we
did irish, she would get our class puppets out.

Senior Infants:
In Senior Infants our teacher was still Ms. Sweeney, this was
our second sports day and we got to throw boots at Mr.
Brown's head. Our school tour was the puppet show and it
was Cinderella.

First Class:
Our teacher was Ms.Toland and for Pancake Tuesday she gave
us mini pancakes, she was very nice and was a new teacher at
the time. At the time our favourite subject was Art.

Second Class:
In second class our  teacher was Ms. Ní Coitír.She was one of
our favourite teachers.She gave us ice-cream and ice pops to
eat on the field. She was a really nice teacher and was fun to
be around.



Third Class:
In third class our teacher was Ms. McGloin, In her class
everyone got special jobs and they were switched around
every week. Halfway through the year we switched from
being in the old prefabs to going into the new school at the
same time a new boy called Rían came in and then left soon
after. MsMcGloin taught as well and it was good.

Fourth Class:
In fourth our teacher was Ms. McNally, She was a really kind,
good at teaching and had really good p.e sessions.We got a
pizza party for good behaviour. Our time with her was cut
short because half way through the year the Covid lockdown
happened we thought we would only be sent home for two
weeks but we were sent home for the rest of the school year.

Fifth Class:
Our teacher in fifth class was Ms. Kirwan.She was very kind
and also very tall. She had a good way of teaching us.We
didn’t have a school tour so instead we had an ice-cream
party.Our favourite subject was SPHE because you were able
to have a discussion and you could see other people's
perspective.



Sixth Class:
In sixth we had Mr. Mullarkey and Ms.Wall. It was nice to
have Mr. Mullarkey as a teacher because on sunny days he
would take us out to the field to play rounders. Before Mr.
Mullarkey left, our class decided to throw him a surprise
going away party with balloons, treats,a banner and a card.
Ms.Wall is good to have as a teacher because she teaches us
very efficiently and lets us chat from time to time.


